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Abstract
T he
Legal
Situation
on
Earth: T he following international legal regulations seem to apply to the search for and
the eventual detection of ET I: a) T he â€œSpace T reatyâ€ of Oct. 10, 1967; b) T he
Liability Convention of Oct. 9, 1973; c) T he Moon Agreement of Dec. 5, 1979; d) T he
International T elecommunication Convention.
Legal
Relations
with
Extraterrestrials: We may expect the following characteristics of ET I: 1. life in the sense
T ypesetting math: 100%
of influencing the environment by selection from more than one possibility; 2.

of influencing the environment by selection from more than one possibility; 2.
intelligence in the sense of self-realization of free will; 3. existence in three dimensional
space and a will to live.
With this we can expect that each race in the universe may have the following interests
regarding its own race: a) to preserve and continue its own life; b) to protect this life
from damage and intrusion; c) possibly to expand the realms of its living space.
T herefore, if we decide to â€œanswerâ€ ET I, we may want to transmit such legalphilosophical principles: 1. the principle of nonviolation; 2. the principle of equality; 3. the
principle to recognize the will to live and the living space of any intelligent race.
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